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Overview

1. What
2. How we navigate
3. Pillars
4. Final Word
What

…… Step up to remain relevant

Vision:
• Serving Society, benefitting people and the planet

Theme:
• Tackling the Global Challenges (Trends and crisis)

• How? Ambitious plan: to Shape and to Action…..
How: The Future **We** want to shape

**FIG 2030 Sustainability Agenda**

Drawing from UN Habitat 5P Agenda this:

- Sustainability *cuts across* all that we do
- Provides *a framework* to guide our work plan

**Our Vision** to ‘serve’ supports,

“Leaving no one behind”

Articulates **our Theme:**

Tackling the Global Challenges
How- Aims and Pillars

Work Plan:
- People
- Planet
- Partnership
- Governance & Communication

• Task Forces reflect the aims, and
• Are our **Pillars** to provide focussed thought leadership to articulate our Relevance & Societal benefit
Final Remarks
Thank You
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